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ABSTRACT
This thesis is an overview of the resin transfer molding fabrication of a complex
composite turbo‐machinery component (blade). The motivation for this work was to provide an
alternative cost saving technology for the manufacture of complex geometries. Legacy
components were machined from metal blanks incurring high machining costs and long delivery
times due to complex geometry, the degree of machining accuracy needed, and surface finish
requirements of the part. A fabrication process technology was developed to produce an
alternative low‐cost high quality composite component with tailored properties. Beyond cost
reduction, the main priorities of this process focused on quality and repeatability.
Technology development took place in two phases: a prototype proving phase and a
production phase. For the proving phase, a machined master blade was used to create a
prototype urethane tooling mold. Hybrid fiber preforms were constructed from carbon and glass
fabrics to fill the complex mold cavity. Preform layups were empirically generated and sewn
together. Preforms were then loaded into the mold and the assembly was placed within a
containment vessel. Vinyl ester resin was injected into the mold and allowed to cure. The mold
was then disassembled and the blade extracted. The geometry of the as‐fabricated prototype
blade was inspected using a coordinate measuring machine. The prototype blade exhibited a
geometric ‘inward bow’ distortion. Geometry data and lessons learned from the prototype
phase influenced development of the production phase.
On the foundation of a successful prototype part that proved development concepts,
production tooling was designed and constructed from aluminum. A novel finite element
geometry correction method was developed and demonstrated to correct for prototype blade
distortion by modifying mold cavity geometry. These geometry corrections were implemented
in the aluminum tooling. Also, small preforms were added, and other improvements made. A
production blade was fabricated using the aluminum production tooling, inspected, and
compared to the prototype and the design of record (DOR). The production tooling yielded an
improved blade with corrected geometry, optimized fiber fill, and accurate repeatability.
The overall manufacturing development was a success resulting in a robust low‐cost
resin transfer molding process for the repeatable production of high quality complex composite
turbo‐machinery components with sufficient geometric accuracy. Two main accomplishments
are a fully developed production technology and a process engineering blueprint for developing
complex composite resin transfer molding technologies. A third major achievement of this work
was the successful application of the aforementioned finite element geometry correction
method that accounted for material distortions to yield a part that met required tolerances.
Included is a review of the resin transfer molding process covering studies on the effects
of process variables, potential defects and countermeasures, modeling and analysis efforts, and
similar fabrications.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Chapter 1 introduces a composite fabrication technology development and outlines the
motivations, objective, and approach that guided project efforts.
Resin Transfer Molding (RTM) is a polymer composite processing technology that can
provide alternative flexibility to conventional manufacturing materials and methods. It
continues to gain broadening acceptance in a range of industries. Basic RTM involves enclosing a
fiber (glass, carbon, aramid, or hybrid textiles) preform inside of a mold cavity and pressure
injecting liquid polymer resin ( epoxy, vinyl ester, phenolic, urethane, etc.) into the preform and
mold cavity and allowing the resin to harden and cure. The mold tooling is then removed
yielding a shaped polymer composite component. One main advantage of RTM over
conventional materials and processes is the ability to create net and near net parts having
complex geometry. This net shape molding capability can greatly reduce labor requirements for
fabricating parts with complex geometry. Material requirements and costs may also be reduced,
but to a lesser extent. These advantages and others motivated the development of a RTM
fabrication process for producing fiber reinforced polymer composite turbo‐machinery
components (see Figure 1‐1) in an effort to provide a cost saving alternative to an existing
manufacturing technology.
The legacy technology involved machining the complex geometry of a turbo‐machinery
component from a block of titanium which was a labor and time intensive process. This process
had a material scrap percentage of greater than fifty percent and was therefore material
inefficient and inherently costly. However, the legacy process was highly repeatable for
producing tight tolerance machinery components which is critical for required function.
Therefore, repeatability and geometric accuracy are critical to any successful alternative
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fabrication process. The developed RTM technology discussed in this thesis provides an
alternate material and a fabrication process that has significant advantages (primarily time and
material costs savings) over the legacy technology while satisfying critical quality and geometric
tolerance criteria.

Figure 1-1: Composite Turbo-Machinery Component

The development of this alternative RTM technology was conducted in two phases: an
initial prototype proving phase and a production phase. The prototype proving phase involved
applying and proving the general creative concepts for closed resin transfer mold design and
part layup. Lessons learned from successful prototype fabrication were used to refine mold and
part design, document process development, and optimize the overall manufacturing process
for the production phase. In particular, a novel finite element geometry correction method was
devised and implemented to correct for prototype blade distortion by modifying mold cavity
geometry. The overall RTM development was successful, resulting in a robust low‐cost resin
transfer molding process for the repeatable production of high quality complex turbo‐machinery
components with sufficient geometric accuracy.
Figure 1‐2 shows three different views of the turbo‐machinery component (referred to
herein as blade). Three critical design features of the blade are shown in Figure 1‐3. These
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features are: the Leading Edge on the right hand side of the image, the Trailing Edge on the left
hand side, and the Foil Region located along the middle portion of the blade between the
Leading and Trailing Edges where surface roughness is an important property. In this area the
surfaces need to be as smooth as possible.

Figure 1-2: Blade Geometry

Figure 1-3: Critical Blade Features
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Chapter 2 begins by providing foundational definitions for fiber reinforced composites
and the Resin Transfer Molding (RTM) process. In Section 2‐1 practical composite design and
application of the RTM manufacturing process are also described. This background is followed
with successful implementations of RTM composite fabrication technologies. Section 2‐2
focuses in depth on the fundamental elements of the RTM process. Several authors are
reviewed in their attempts to define, model, and predict RTM process variables, parameters,
and deficiencies such as resin flow, permeability, and void formation. Section 2‐3 focuses on
resin infiltration into various mold geometries, process techniques and mold design. Section 2‐4
concludes the chapter by reviewing resin flow modeling in other composite fabrication
processes.

2-1

Fiber Reinforced Polymer Composites and Resin Transfer Molding
Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) composites are multi‐component engineered materials

that can offer several advantages over conventional materials. FRP composites typically consist
of layered fiber reinforcement suspended within a cure‐hardened polymer resin matrix. Typical
reinforcement materials are textile fabrics made of glass, carbon, or aramid fibers with woven,
stitched, or braided construction. Typical matrix resins are thermoset polymers (polyester, vinyl
ester, epoxy, phenolic, or urethane resins), but can also be thermoplastics (polysulfone, PEEK,
etc.). FRP composites have excellent strength/weight and stiffness/weight ratios and can offer
significant weight reduction compared to conventional materials like metals. A FRP part can be
designed and fabricated such that the mechanical performance equals or exceeds a metal part,
yet with significantly reduced weight. Other advantages can include corrosion resistance, low
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thermal expansion, good thermal insulation, and enhanced fatigue life. Generally, FRP
composites can offer advantages over metals except in elevated temperature applications
where typical polymer matrix materials begin to degrade (some FRP composites are engineered
with temperature capability greater than metals such as aluminum) [1].
FRP composites also provide the ability to design component laminates with specifically
tailored mechanical behavior. Tailored laminate construction using hybrid material
combinations, preferred orientations, and other techniques allow control of global or localized
properties. A designed component laminate can exhibit global quasi‐isotropic, orthotropic, or
anisotropic mechanical behavior or the mechanical behavior can be locally specific. Generally
composite mechanical properties are dependent on the properties of the individual constituents
(reinforcement and matrix) and their volume fraction according to the rule of mixtures. Higher
fiber volume fractions maximize the strength/weight and stiffness/weight ratios yielding
composites with high strength and stiffness. Lower fiber volume fractions yield composites with
comparatively good toughness and durability. Hybrid combinations of reinforcement are
sometimes used to combine individual property characteristics into a single structure. For
example, a component can be designed with a stiff core laminate of carbon layers (with a high
local volume fraction) covered with glass layers on the outside (with a low local fiber volume
fraction) for increased toughness or damage tolerance at the surface [1‐4].
Resin Transfer Molding (RTM), also called Liquid Composite Molding (LCM), is a common
FRP composite fabrication process of injecting a liquid polymer resin (matrix) into a closed mold
containing a fiber preform (reinforcement), allowing the resin to cure (harden), then
disassembling the mold, and extracting the part. RTM is a flexible and robust process that can
offer advantages over other composite and conventional fabrication processes. The main
advantage of RTM is the ability to produce near net or final shape structures (large and/or
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complex geometries) with good surface quality. Implementation of RTM can also provide part
count reduction as previous assemblies can be fabricated as a single unit. RTM often has lower
raw material costs and a lower scrap percentage than conventional fabrication processes (such
as metal machining). With proper development the RTM process can consistently reproduce
parts with lower cycle costs, provided the application is judiciously selected. However, the initial
development and implementation of RTM process can be costly. Sustained repeatability and
geometric accuracy is primarily dependent upon the overall quality of the mold (both material
and design). Intricate parts require complex and intricate molds made of durable materials
which can easily lend to high development costs. Even with initial development costs, RTM is
often implemented as a cost reduction technology because of the long term savings from cycle
costs [3‐5].
Low viscosity polymer resins and textile fabrics with good permeability are materials
usually used in developed RTM technologies. Many resins are specifically formulated for use in
RTM and similar processes. Most are epoxy resins that have low working viscosities and long pot
lifes (usable time before hardening). Woven and stitched fabrics with two and three dimensional
architectures are specifically engineered to maximize resin infiltration and structural
performance. Advances with resins and textiles have broadened the process feasibility window
for RTM. However, one of the main limits of RTM is fiber volume fraction. Typical RTM
processes yield composite components with fiber volume fractions ranging from 25 to 45
percent, which is suitable for many applications; but some higher performance parts require
higher fiber loading. Higher fiber loading may lead to resin infiltration difficulties with increasing
potential for dry spots and void formation. Several modifications to the general RTM process
have been employed to help produce higher fiber volume parts via RTM. Vacuum assistance,
compression loading, and elevated injection temperature are a few process enhancements used
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to improve resin infiltration of high fiber volume preforms. When such expedients have been
applied, fiber loadings in excess of 50 percent are feasible. However, this is still well short of the
60‐65 percent fiber volume loadings provided by composite prepreg technology. Despite
material advances and process modifications there are still challenges inherent to RTM like
preform movement inside a pressurized mold and intensive hand labor needed for intricate
parts. Yet, overall RTM has proven in many instances to be a cost effective, reliable, and robust
composite fabrication process [4‐7].
McConnell [7] demonstrated the broad implementation of RTM fabricated composite
components on the U.S. Air Force F22 fighter jet. An enhanced RTM process designated AdvRTM
(Advanced Resin Transfer Molding) and developed by Dow Chemical Company and United
Technologies was investigated as a lean manufacturing alternative to existing autoclave prepreg
and machined aluminum fabrication processes for the F22 fighter jet. Material advances and
process enhancements allowed AdvRTM to produce low‐cost repeatable high quality (low
porosity, consistent fiber alignment) geometrically accurate (within tolerance) parts previously
unattainable by RTM.
A collaboration of companies analyzed a variety of aspects of the fabrication process
including numerical ply generation, automated ply cutting and preform stacking. Complex
tooling was developed to fabricate a variety of parts. Two critical functions of the tooling were
minimizing fiber or preform motion during injection and maintaining defined accurate part
geometry. Many of the designed AdvRTM parts were unitized fabrications of legacy part
assemblies, which improved the overall manufacturing process by reducing part count and
assembly labor. The capacity to sufficiently fabricate complex geometry parts by AdvRTM
opened a number of opportunities for the implementation of composite materials in parts that
were previously not considered.
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A number of components beginning with aircraft engine fan spacers were fabricated by
AdvRTM as this process became a qualified manufacturing process for the F22 program. On the
heels of the fan spacer success the AdvRTM technology implementation began to expand. One
development involved the fabrication of a large exit fan ring case with approximately an eight
foot outer diameter shroud and a three foot inner diameter shroud, with evenly distributed
static airfoil blades between the inner and outer shrouds. The ring was approximately one foot
thick. The ring was separated into ten uniform segments (four airfoils each) and each segment
was fabricated using a carbon fiber/epoxy material system. The ten segments were then
assembled and fastened together yielding the completed final exit fan ring case. This fan ring,
which was previously machined out of titanium, was fabricated using AdvRTM which provided a
significant (around 38 percent) manufacturing cost savings.
This airfoil/ring fabrication is generally similar to the fabrication presented herein.
However, the geometry of the presented blade is more complex than the F‐22 exit fan airfoil,
but the overall size of the blade is smaller than the F‐22 airfoil.
Kim, Lee, and Oh [8] documented their manufacture of helical screw‐type pump rotors
by RTM. The rotors were components in automotive compressor pumps and had complex
geometries which required a high degree of accuracy in manufacturing. These rotors were
roughly a third of the size of the presented blade. Legacy rotors were machined from steel and
aluminum generating a large percentage of scrap with long and costly manufacturing time. A
plan was proposed to develop both composite tooling and the composite part using RTM.
First the composite tooling was fabricated using chopped carbon fiber (20 mm long
fibers) and toughened epoxy resin. A legacy metal rotor and shaft were used to form the
geometry of the composite tooling. The surfaces of the metal rotor and shaft were prepared
with release agent and gel‐coated with epoxy to provide a good surface finish for the tooling.
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The prepared metal rotor and shaft were then enclosed and sealed within a block mold.
Reinforcement filler was deposited and sealed into void cavities within the block mold. Epoxy
was mixed and degassed in a resin bath and injected into the block mold with vacuum
assistance. The resin was allowed to cure and the metal rotor and shaft were extracted by
rotating the shaft. This resulted in a composite mold with good surface finish whose mold cavity
was the shape of the rotor and shaft.
A core aluminum shaft was chosen for composite rotor fabrication. Surfaces of the shaft
were knurled and primed for optimal adhesion to the composite materials. The shaft was then
centered, fixed, and sealed within the composite mold. The mold was then filled with
reinforcement and injected with resin in similar fashion to the tooling fabrication. The rotor
reinforcement and matrix were chopped carbon fiber (6 mm long fibers) and an epoxy resin
respectively, where the matrix had a slightly different thermal conductivity than the resin used
for tooling fabrication. The rotor fabrication process yielded a composite rotor bonded to an
aluminum shaft with good surface finish and sufficient geometric accuracy. The composite rotor
blades exhibited improved toughness and deflection resiliency compared to the legacy metal
rotors. Overall the composite rotor fabrication development yielded improved rotors at a
significantly reduced manufacturing cost compared to the legacy metal rotor.
This rotor fabrication effort is also roughly similar to the work presented herein;
particularly in implementing the concept of using a master component to form tooling. Rotor
size and geometry is smaller and less complex than that of the presented blade and the rotor
preform construction is simpler. Also, the rotor fabrication tool is a simpler one piece mold
compared to the multi‐segment mold necessary for fabrication of the presented blade.
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2-2

RTM Resin Flow and Process Parameters
The main dynamic element of RTM is resin infiltration. Most general composite

processing resin flow models and prediction tools are based on Darcy’s law of low velocity fluid
flow through rigid porous media. Darcy’s Law in basic form is

·
=
=
=
=
=
=

(2‐1)

Average Fluid Velocity Vector
Darcy’s Law Permeability Tensor
Fluid Viscosity
Intrinsic Average Fluid Pressure
Fluid Mass Density
Gravity Vector

This relatively simple governing equation relates pressure gradient to volume averaged fluid
velocities within the preform, by the preform permeability tensor. Permeability is the measure
of resistance to the flow of the impregnating resin due to the presence of the preform. Darcy’s
law assumes slow flows, and full saturation of the preform as the flow front moves through the
mold cavity [9‐10]. Many authors have studied various RTM parameters (permeability, flow rate,
etc.) and their overall effects on the RTM process. Some of their work is summarized below.
Parnas, Howard, Luce, and Advani [10] conducted experiments attempting to establish a
standard reference material for permeability characterization of fibrous preforms during the
resin transfer molding of composites. Darcy’s law has been shown to accurately model
macroscopic fluid flow through isotropic porous media. Parnas et al. investigated the ability of
Darcy’s law to accurately predict fluid flow through anisotropic heterogeneous porous media
like composite fiber preforms. The authors attempted to determine a reference standard for
modeling resin flow through anisotropic fiber media. Although several candidate materials were
evaluated, a three‐dimensional (3‐D) woven glass fabric was chosen because it possessed the
desired properties. Primarily the 3‐D fabric cut well without fraying, had appropriate thickness,
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and had high quality uniform construction with no defects. A random glass mat material was
chosen as a baseline comparison material, though the permeability error range was expected to
be large due to the inherent variability of the random mat.
Two test methods where developed to objectively assess the feasibility of using the
material for permeability characterization. The first was a radial flow test where resin was
introduced at the center of a 12”x 12” square preform at a fixed thickness of 0.25”. The second
was a one‐dimensional (1‐D) flow test where resin was introduced along the edge of a 6” x 6”
preform in a fixed thickness mold. Procedures were adopted to minimize sample variability for
all tests. Of main concern was the potential contribution of preform edge effects on resin flow
permeability. To minimize potential edge effect variability, a thin layer of tape was applied to
the edges of each sample ply. A control system held injection rates constant and the molds were
designed to minimize the effects of mold deflections from injection and clamping pressures. A
transducer recorded mold inlet pressure. For the radial resin flow tests a two‐dimensional
Darcy’s law model was manipulated to yield the unsaturated and saturated permeability tensor
values; and a one‐dimensional expression of Darcy’s law model was used to yield unsaturated
and saturated permeability values for the 1‐D flow test.
The random mat radial flow test data were fitted to an ellipse yielding permeabilities in
the x and y directions that were roughly the same. The initial unsaturated permeability is
expected to be larger than the saturated permeability because of the surface forces at the flow
front. Initially the flow wicks into the fibers and penetrates the mat and as the mat begins to fill
there are fewer new areas for the resin to penetrate thus lowering the permeability. For the
random mat 1‐D flow test the unsaturated permeability first increased to several times the
saturated permeability before decaying and holding at the saturated level (see Figure 2‐1). For
both the radial and 1‐D random mat flows the saturated permeabilities were roughly the same.
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The 3‐D woven fabric radial flow test data were also fitted to an ellipse, yielding
different permeabilities in the x and y directions. The unsaturated permeability first decreases,
then increases slightly beyond the saturation, then levels to saturation permeability. Again this
behavior is expected, because initially the resin is confined to the regions between the fabric
tows, and unable to penetrate the tow due to entrapped air. As the flow and pressure increase
the resin is able to penetrate and flow along the tows generating an increase in permeability
before leveling to saturation level. (see Figure 2‐1) For the 3‐D fabric 1‐D flow, the permeability
vs time plot is similar to the plot for 3‐D fabric radial flow permeability.
Effective Permeability vs Injected Volume
25

Random Mat

20

3‐D Fabric
Ksat

Ke /Ksat

15

10

5

0
0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400
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Figure 2-1: Representative 1-D Flow Permeability Plots

The 3‐D fabric permeabilities are an order of magnitude lower than the random mat
permeabilities. The random mat permeabilities are much larger than most other composite
fabrics (2‐D , 3‐D, woven, stitched,…) thus making it unrepresentative of typical composite fiber
preforms. Also the random mat shows great variability in the unsaturated permeability resin
flow. The 3‐D fabric flow tests yielded repeatable permeability vs. time plots within reasonable
error.
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Luce, Advani, Howard, and Parnas [11] continued their resin transfer molding
permeability studies by characterizing the unsaturated and saturated permeabilities of multiple
layer preforms constructed from a combination of the random glass mat and the three‐
dimensional (3‐D) woven glass fabric used in their previous experiments. Previous work yielded
individual analysis for each material, while these experiments attempted to define a model for
predicting effective in‐plane permeability (Keff) of multiple layer (multiple material) preforms
during resin impregnation.
An experiment mold was developed that controlled inlet resin flow, recorded resin flow
rate and pressure, and recorded a visual inspection of the injection. A corn syrup /water solution
was used to simulate resin because it was easy to tailor the viscosity and easy to clean without
worry of hardening and curing.
A simple multi‐layer preform combination was constructed with a random mat base and
the 3‐D fabric on top. Flow front progression was mapped through the multi‐layer preform. The
flow front progression through the random mat layer starts out quickly, but owing to the
generation of transverse flow out of the random mat layer into the 3‐D fabric, the flow front in
the random mat slows. In contrast, the 3‐D fabric flow front progression starts out slow, but due
to the generation of the transverse flow into the 3‐D fabric from the random mat layer, the flow
front progression in the 3‐D fabric speeds up. The flow and permeability through the random
mat appears to be dominated by surface tension (wicking) effects, while the flow and
permeability through the 3‐D fabric appears to be dominated by structural heterogeneity.
During the unsaturated flow into the preform a saturation gradient develops that could be seen
on a macroscopic scale in a region immediately following the flow front. The preform was light
in color and the impregnation fluid was dark allowing visualization of the saturation gradient.
Once the flow front reached the end of the preform, the saturation gradient finally disappeared
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as the flow approached fully saturated steady state conditions where the saturated permeability
(Ksat) was determined using a two‐dimensional Darcy based model .
Keff is a Darcy based two‐dimensional tensor approximation that attempts to represent
the effective apparent permeability during the unsaturated and saturated flow portions of the
injection. Darcy’s law permeability is typically solely dependent upon the properties of the
porous media under fully saturated steady state creeping flow conditions. Keff differs from the
typical Darcy permeability because it is also a function of other process specific variables. The
constituent materials were characterized individually to determine compressibility and volume
fraction data necessary to predict and interpret the flow behavior of the multi‐layered preform.
Keff was determined for the multi‐layer preform using a Darcy law based approximation with
dependencies upon the compression and volume fraction properties of the constituent
materials. The unsaturated in‐plane flow behavior through the multi‐layer preform deviated
from typical Darcy’s law predictions. At the flow initiation Keff dropped to approximately half of
Ksat then increased to roughly 25% above Ksat and then eventually decreased to Ksat value. A
number of mechanisms (wicking effects, compression forces on the preform, resin flow around
complex heterogeneous fabric structures, etc.) may contribute to the observed trend in
effective permeability of resin flow through complex preforms. These experiments illustrate
some of the discussed flow mechanisms and characterization data (preform compressibility and
volume fraction) needed for modeling resin injection into complex preforms.
Bickerton, Sozer, Simacek, and Advani [12] studied the effects of fabric structure and
mold curvature on preform permeability and mold filling during resin transfer molding.
Permeability is generally dependent on fiber volume fraction and architecture of the preform.
However, permeability sensitivity to the effects of mold corner geometries, varying preform
thickness, or preform compression and deformation from draping over doubly curved surfaces
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and other complex geometries is not well studied. Most permeability models are based on
simpler empirical formulations that ignore the finer and more intricate details of preform
structures and their overall effect on permeability. Mold curvatures and preform deformations
can affect the local fiber volume fraction and modify the local permeability tensor.
Five molds with varying corner radii ranging from 0.06” to 8.00 “were setup with
monitored injection pressure. A baseline two dimensional numerical simulation based on
Darcy’s law was developed for all molds. A quantified compensation model for mold and
preform curvature was developed that modified the local permeability tensor and fiber volume
fraction. This curvature model was based on preform bending radius, angle of curvature,
preform thickness, and the fiber volume fraction of the preform prior to bending (undeformed).
Permeability data were corrected using the curvature model and the two dimensional numerical
simulations of resin flow were performed. The curvature effects on permeability and resin flow
were best represented (visualized) by the injection pressure histories. These corrected baseline
simulation predictions were then incorporated into a more complex and detailed finite element
modeling tool capable of more global and generalized permeability predictions. This detailed
modeling tool yielded good injection pressure predictions that under‐predicted experimental
values by only 30‐60%.
Lundstrom and Gebart [13] studied the influence of process parameters on void
formation in resin transfer molding. They collected and compared the results of a series of
experiments where they varied process parameters in the injection of unidirectional carbon
fabric and continuous strand mat laminates with vinyl ester epoxy resin. A rectangular mold
with dimensions (0.003m x 0.160m x 0.880m) was used to fabricate several laminates of varying
structure and fiber volume fraction. Micrograph samples were taken of the laminates and void
content studied via image analysis. They found that almost all voids occurred in a length region
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at the edge of the laminate nearest the ventilation ports and that the void content of the
laminate behind this region is negligible. In this region, two main types of voids were found. The
first type was a slender cylindrical bubble found inside the fiber bundles; the second type was
larger and spherical in shape and located at the interstitial spaces between fiber bundles
primarily along the stitches that hold the fabric together. Other micro porosity could be
observed throughout the laminate using a scanning electron microscope (SEM), but its
contribution to the overall void content was negligible.
The panels were unidirectional laminates with fiber direction parallel to resin flow
direction. The baseline void content comparison panel was injected with vent ports at
atmospheric pressure (0.1 MPa). A comparison test showed that resin degassing prior to
injection showed no significant difference in void content or void region location.
Laminates were injected with three levels of increasing vacuum assistance. Vacuum
assistance lowered the overall void content and the length of the void region (compared to
laminates injected at atmospheric vent pressure). For the highest level of vacuum assistance the
void content was practically negligible.
The effect of cure pressure on void content was also examined by applying a 0.2 MPa
(twice atmospheric pressure) injection pressure after complete impregnation and holding the
pressure during the cure. This resulted in a 60% void content reduction compared to the
baseline laminate cured at atmospheric pressure however the length of the void content region
was roughly the same. Since the length of the void content regions were similar the void
reduction may be attributed to the compression of voids with increased pressure.
Another attempt at void content reduction was to flow or flush the resin beyond the
edge the of the laminate into a open cavity that would become a sacrificial neat resin extension
of the panel. Visual inspection showed that some of the voids followed the resin out of the
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laminate and the remaining laminate portion did have a lower void content and smaller void
region length compared to the baseline laminate.
The influence of temperature on void content was also examined. Laminates were
fabricated with resin and mold near isothermal conditions for a range of temperatures from
18°C to 50°C. Increased temperature lowers resin viscosity and increases the volumetric flow
rate, but the overall void content increased. The length of the void content region however
remained the same independent of temperature change. Lower viscosities and higher flow rates
may influence void formation at the flow front by increasing the efficiency of the void formation
process. For a constant flow rate, the higher viscosity, lower temperature resin injections
resulted in a reduction of total void content.
Their conclusions were that vacuum assistance and increased pressure during cure had
the largest effect on void content reduction for the resin transfer molding of unidirectional
carbon laminates with vinyl ester epoxy resin. Void content reduction for these process
variations may primarily be attributed to void compression from increased pressure. Flushing
the resin beyond the preform also produced a reduction in laminate void content. A theoretical
model for resin transfer molding void formation would need to explain why voids are formed at
the flow front and describe the balance between pressure and hydrodynamic forces that govern
bubble motion and diffusion.

2-3

RTM Process Modeling
Coulter and Guceri [14] developed a two dimensional quasi‐steady state isothermal

numerical simulation based on a Darcy’s Law stream function formulation for modeling resin
flow during the resin transfer molding process. Rather than a composite manufacturing
investigation into microscopic scale resin/fiber interactions and resultant microstructures, they
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desired to generate a macroscopic simulation tool for predicting resin flow through fibrous
preforms. Assuming no macroscopic fiber movement occurs, resin impregnation can be treated
as flow into a porous medium. This flow can be modeled by Darcy’s Laws which for a Cartesian
x-y coordinate system neglecting body forces are
Kx

Ky

In the above equations

and

y

0
0

represent the preform permeabilities in the x and y

directions respectively and are obtained by experiment;
pressure; and

and

(2‐2)

is the fluid viscosity;

is the average

are the average velocities in the x and y directions respectively.

Using the definition of stream function ( ) as follows:
(2‐3)

Equations (2‐2) and (2‐3) can be combined by eliminating the pressure term, which yields a
single governing equation with stream function as the dependent variable.

0

(2‐4)

Accounting for the geometric complexity of the resin impregnation process a boundary
fitted coordinate system (BFCS) computational technique with numerical grid generation was
employed. This approach combines the geometric flexibility of finite elements and the
computational simplicity of finite difference methods. The BFCS technique transforms irregular
geometry domains into simpler regular geometries such as a rectangle. Elliptic differential
equations of Poisson form govern the physical and computational coordinate transformation as
follows:
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,

(2‐5)

,

,

and
and

,

=
=

Coordinate Transformation Parameters
Elliptic Differential Equations of Poisson Form

Applying appropriate boundary conditions the previous equations can be manipulated
and solved in an explicit iterative manner to produce the desired transformation of any simple
connected domain of irregular shape into a rectangular computational domain with square unit
cells where finite difference techniques can solve the problem.
Similar to the geometry transformation, the physical governing Equation (2‐4) must also
be transformed and appropriate boundary conditions applied. The resulting governing
differential equation requires complete specified boundary conditions at each time‐step
calculation. At the inlet solid mold wall boundaries the stream function was set to zero. At the
other solid mold wall boundaries the stream function was assigned a constant value which was
the initial injection flow rate. Along the inlet region to the flow‐field the stream function values
were assigned using the definition of stream function (see Equation (2‐3))
(2‐6)
At the resin impregnation front the boundary condition was set so that the shear stress
vanished at all points at this surface.

sin 2

cos 2

0

(2‐7)

As successive time‐steps were solved, resin front node movement often required a
fitting adjustment due to overlapping at mold wall boundaries (solved or predicted node
locations falling outside the mold geometry). Also a new column of nodes were added to the
expanding resin flow‐field at prescribed advancement intervals. To partially establish validity
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and accuracy the model was directly compared to a previously reported simulation by Martin
and Son [15] using finite elements. In this simulation comparison, resin was injected into a
isotropic preform in a rectangular mold (0.4m by 0.5m) from a point source to a line sink.
Results showed that the Coulter et al. simulation was very similar to the Martin et al. simulation
starting with semi‐circular impregnation fronts at early time‐steps which broadened into
straight line fronts as the resin approached the line sink in later time‐steps.
After the initial proving comparison, additional simulations where run with isotropic and
anisotropic preforms, irregular mold shapes and varying input variables. Time‐step solution
convergence was attained for all attempted simulations. Of particular interest was the
prediction of void regions for the various resin injection scenarios. In conclusion Coulter et al.
developed a successful model for predicting large scale resin impregnation through isotropic or
anisotropic fiber preforms within regular or irregular mold geometries that occur during typical
composite resin transfer molding processes.
Cai [16] developed a series of simple one dimensional resin flow models to be used as a
basic analysis and design tool for predicting closed mold resin flow during resin transfer
molding. One dimensional resin flow models, based on Darcy’s law through porous media, were
generated for simple mold shapes such as rectangular, trapezoidal, and circular sections. For
each geometric shape, closed form solutions were derived for wet length, mold filling time, and
pressure distributions. Analyses were performed for a variety of inlet and vent arrangements for
each shape. Three inlet flow conditions were considered: Constant flow rate, constant pressure
and a combination of constant flow rate followed by constant pressure. Resin viscosity and
preform permeability were treated as constants and are broad generalizations.
From these trial results a few mold design principles were proposed. One is to arrange
inlets and vents to minimize the length of the resin flow path assuring the flow follows the
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shortest path possible. Another is to assure the resin flows from largest side of the mold to the
smallest side or from outside perimeter to the inside. Also the use of line injection gates is
generally better than single point injection ports. These design principles can help reduce mold
fill times and the required applied injection pressure needed for fill which can be advantageous
to the resin transfer molding process. Overall these models can provide a quick supplemental
RTM mold design tool for generalized basic resin flow prediction without having to develop a
complex, multidimensional, tedious and time consuming model.
Um and Lee [17] developed a resin transfer molding numerical simulation using the
boundary element method (BEM). Experiments were also performed to verify their simulation.
Darcy’s law for anisotropic porous media, along with mass conservation was employed to
construct a governing differential equation that was solved by the boundary element technique.
As the time‐step solution advanced, sometimes the generated node domain location advanced
outside the solid mold wall. When this occurred the node was relocated at the intersection of
the mold wall and line drawn between the nodes of the previous timestep. Permeability and
viscosity data were obtained and simulations carried out. Mold filling experiments were also
conducted to verify the numerical simulations. Several configurations were tested ranging from
a simple rectangular mold with a point source resin inlet to a irregular mold shape with an edge
inlet. In all cases the predicted flow front progression matched closely the actual resin flow
front.
Dav’e [18]developed a unified approach to modeling resin flow during composite
processing showing that resin flow models for autoclave (prepreg) processing, pultrusion, and
resin transfer molding are special cases of a generalized theory of resin flow through an
orthotropic composite based on Darcy’s Law. Some of the assumptions that underlie this
generalized theory are:
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1. There exists continutity for both the wetting phase (resin) and non wetting phase (air)
within the porous fiber network at all times.
2. Resistance to resin flow due to air is negligible.
3. The individual fibers are incompressible.
4. The resin flow through a porous fiber bed obeys Darcy’s Law
5. The velocity and stress/strain increases are small, and the process is quasistatic.
6. Body forces such as self weight are negligible.

A representative volume element (RVE) with dimensions Δx Δy Δz is defined to contain
both the solid phase (fibers) and fluid space (pores) at any location within the composite. Let
, , and

be the resin density, resin saturation, and porosity in the RVE.
= Resin Density
= Resin Saturation (0 to 1)
= Porosity

An equation of continuity for resin flow through the composite is developed from a resin mass
balance over the RVE as follows:
(2‐8)
Where

,

, and

are the interstitial velocities of the resin within the composite in the x, y,

and z directions. The velocities

,

, and

in Equation (2‐8) are defined by Darcy’s law for

fluid flow through an orhotropic material whose coordinates axes are aligned with the principal
axes of the material:
(2‐9)
Here

, ,

, , and P are superficial resin velocity , porosity, specific permeability of the fiber

bed, resin viscosity, and resin pressure, respectively. Subscript stands for x, y, or z.
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Substituting and condensing the final form of the resin continuity equation for flow through an
orthotropic composite in rectangular coordinates yields the following:

(2‐10)
Several composite fabrication process resin flow models can be drawn from this
equation considering the possible different states of the saturation ( ) and porosity ( )
parameters. When

and are constant the flow is steady and represents conditions indicative

of the pultrusion process. When

is constant and

decreases the flow is unsteady and can

represent the consolidation process of autoclave bleeder ply molding. When

increases and is

constant the flow is unsteady and represents the absorption process of resin transfer molding.
When

and both vary the unsteady flow can represent the conditions associated with

compression molding.
Resin transfer molding (RTM) involves the complex multiphase flow of fluids through
porous media. The infiltration process of RTM involves a wetting fluid flowing through an
unsaturated porous medium containing a non‐wetting phase (air) and unlike saturated flow,
flow through an unsaturated porous medium must consider capillarity effects. Consider a RTM
process that operates under conditions of constant flow rate. Under constant flow rate, the
resin pressure at the inlet rises as the flow front advances. Initially there is small resistance to
flow beyond the inlet, but subsequently the continued flow of resin through capillary spaces
creates a back pressure at the inlet. According to Dullien [19] the displacement of the non‐
wetting phase (air) in a porous medium can occur according to either a primary mechanism,
involving the continuous flow of the non‐wetting phase, or a secondary mechanism of trapping
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the non‐wetting phase. During RTM it is desirable that air is displaced by the primary
mechanism rather than the secondary mechanism which creates air pores. Which displacement
mechanism dominates is dependent upon the infiltration rate , the viscosity of the resin

and

between the resin (wetting) and air (non‐wetting) phases. This can be

the surface tension

represented by the dimensionless capillary number

[20] which is a ratio of viscous forces to

surface tension forces.
(2‐11)
After primary displacement of the non‐wetting phase (air), the secondary trapped non‐wetting
phase in the form of “bubbles” can be displaced or transported if the viscous flow forces are
sufficiently larger than the capillary forces due to surface tension. This can be accomplished by
increasing resin velocity or viscosity.
Assuming constant resin density and porosity of the fiber bed, Equation (2‐10) reduces
to
(2‐12)
Further expansion yields the following
(2‐13)
were

,

,

are effective permeabilities in the x, y, and z directions and are defined as

the product of specific permeability ( )and relative permeability (

). Specific permeability is

defined by the Kozeny‐Carmen equation. Relative permeability depends on saturation ( ) and
capillary number (
two unknowns

). Equation (2‐13) represents a nonlinear partial differential equation with

and .

In many RTM processes the infiltrating resin has a much higher viscosity relative to the
displaced air, and a sharp resin flow front exists. In these conditions the resin saturation can be
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assumed to be unity in the infiltrated regions and zero elsewhere making capillary effects
minimal. Hence the effective permeabilities can be approximated by the specific permeabilities
and the flow of the resin considered quasi‐steady. This allows the saturation ( ) to be constant
during each timestep of numerical computation. By these assumptions Equation (2‐13) reduces
to the following equations for two dimensional resin flow which are identical to the equations
used by Coulter et al. [14] to model RTM.

0

(2‐14)

0
This reduced model prediction is satisfactory during the early stages of resin infiltration because
the resin front velocities are high and the capillary effects are negligible. However as the flow
front advances and grows in size, resin velocity decreases, and the effective permeability of the
preform decreases and the influence of capillary effects increase.
Other resin flow models were reviewed and shown to be variations and reductions of
the generalized theory of equation (2‐10). For RTM the effects of capillary forces on resin flow
are introduced and modeled using the definition of effective and relative permeabilities.

2-4

Resin Flow Modeling in Other Composite Fabrication Processes
This section reviews resin flow modeling in other composite fabrication process. Looking

at other various resin flow models and how they relate to RTM helps broaden the general
fundamental understanding of resin flow through fibrous media.
Springer [21] conducted experiments simulating the flow of resin through layers of
composite prepreg material under cure pressure and temperature. The goal was to simulate the
resin flow and compaction during the pressurized cure of a conventional unidirectional or
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woven composite prepreg material. A transparent mold apparatus of Plexiglas with dimensions
of 6“ length x 3” width x 2” depth was constructed. Only resin flow normal to the plane of the
composite was considered, because parallel flow along fibers over the specified length was
negligible due to damming of the composite edges. Two fluids were chosen to simulate resin,
one having a viscosity of 16000 cps and the other having a viscosity of 1257600 cps, and both
exhibiting Newtonian behavior (shear stress linearly proportional to shear rate). Layers of thin
plastic rods or porous plates (perforated fiberboard) where used to simulate plys of composite
prepreg material and placed in the mold with equidistant spacing between the layers. A
perforated steel plate served as a top platen and pressure was controlled by added weight. A
dial indicator measured platen displacement. Each test was conducted by applying a known
weight and monitoring platen displacement over time using a stop watch. Upon application of
force to the platen, the liquid squeezed out through the rods and porous plate between the first
and second layer. Once the first layer reached the second layer, the two layers moved together
toward the third layer squeezing resin out between the second and third layers. This sequence
repeated for the subsequent layers proceeding in a wavelike manner demonstrating the
compaction effect resulting from resin flow through the thickness of the composite. These
experimental data were then compared to an analysis model developed by Springer‐Loos [23]
based on Darcy’s law for fluid flow through porous media. The experimental and analytical
model data agree closely providing model confidence.
Tang, Lee, and Springer [22] studied the effects of cure pressure on resin flow, ply
compaction, void formation, and mechanical properties in laminate composites constructed of
unidirectional carbon\epoxy prepreg. In prepreg consolidation and cure, resin flow primarily
occurs normal to the laminate through the thickness; but can also flow parallel to the laminate
depending on the width to thickness ratio, edge constraints, and bleeder arrangements.
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Compaction pressure generates resin flow, squeezing resin from between the first and second
plys. Once the first ply reaches the second ply, then they both move in unison towards the third
ply. Resin flow continues in this cascading wavelike manner, compacting one ply at a time [21].
For thicker laminates often the cure pressure, the duration of time, and an insufficient amount
of bleeder may not allow the composite layers to fully compact resulting in a non‐uniform resin
distribution through the thickness and allowing for a larger void content percentage.
A model was constructed which depended on the magnitude and duration of the
process cure pressure to predict pressure distribution through the laminate and determine the
number of compacted laminate plies in the composite. Laminates were fabricated using
experimental process values and analysis was performed using micrographs to validate the
model compaction prediction. The model followed closely with the experimental laminates and
with previous work in literature. Void content percentage was also determined from the
micrograph analysis and was shown to decrease with increasing cure pressure. Void size also
does not vary appreciablly across the laminate and there is no apparent motion or migration of
the voids through the resin.
Laminates were also fabricated for mechanical testing. Compression and short beam
shear tests were conducted on specimens taken from two slightly different (16 ply and 20 ply)
carbon/epoxy prepreg laminates. Compressive strengths, short beam shear strengths and
moduli were calculated and plotted as a function of void content. As expected the strengths and
moduli increased with decreasing void content, however there appears a limit void content (3‐
4%) below which the strengths and moduli do not significantly change. This suggests that it is
not imperative to eliminate all voids from the laminate, but to keep the void content below a
certain limit.
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Conclusions from this study show the important role applied pressure plays in the cure
process of prepreg composite materials. Pressure directly affects resin flow, ply compaction,
void content, and indirectly (through void content) compressive and interlaminar shear
properties. Appropriate or optimized cure pressure can be determined from cure models given
that they are able to accurately predict resin flow, compaction, and void content.
Loos and Springer [23] developed a series of models to simulate the cure process of
composites constructed from continuous fiber‐reinforced thermosetting resin matrix prepreg
materials. The models relate the cure cycle to the thermal, chemical, and physical processes
occurring in the composite during the conventional autoclave cure process of composite
prepreg materials processed according to manufacturer specifications of temperature, pressure
and vacuum cycles. To ensure proper cure, the magnitude and duration of the heat and
pressure must be selected carefully. Optimization of a cure cycle can be done empirically which
is expensive and work intensive, or by the use of models.
A thermo‐chemical model was developed to predict the temperature inside the
composite and was calculated using the law of conservation of energy together with an
expression accounting for heat generated by chemical reactions (cure kinetics). A normalized
“degree of cure” parameter was defined that depends on the density, specific heat, heat of the
reaction, and thermal conductivity of the resin and fiber of each ply.
Two methods of resin flow were considered. Resin flow through the thickness of the
composite (normal to the tool plate) was represented by a variation of Darcy’s law for flow
through porous media. Resin flow along the fibers (parallel to the tool plate) was modeled as a
viscous channel flow between two plates. Total resin flow out of the composite over time is the
sum of both flows normal and parallel to the tool plate. These flow data are components of the
conservation of mass of the composite.
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Models predicting void content and residual stress were also developed. All of the
models were incorporated into a single computer code that generated numerical solutions to
the models. The code is able to predict temperature inside the composite, the degree of cure of
the resin, and resin viscosity as a function of position and time; the amount of resin in the
bleeder, the thickness, and the mass of the composite as a function of time; the void size and
location as a function of time; and the residual stress distribution inside the composite after
cure. Input parameters were specified or defined and experimentally determined and verified.
Simple experiments were performed to validate the code showing that it adequately describes
temperature distribution and resin flow for the specific cure cycle of a unidirectional
carbon/epoxy prepreg material.
The code was then used to perform a parametric study with cure cycle variables to
determine an optimized cure cycle that produced a composite that was cured uniformly, had
low void content, and was cured in the shortest amount of time.
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CHAPTER 3
PROTOTYPE PROVING PHASE
Chapter 3 details the prototype proving phase beginning with the development and
fabrication of prototype tooling. Materials were selected and reinforcement preforms were
designed and constructed. A prototype blade was fabricated and the geometry inspected. The
prototype blade geometry was compared to the design of record. The geometry was out of
tolerance and probable reasons are suggested and discussed. The chapter concludes with a brief
review of the physical and mechanical characterization efforts for selected materials.

3-1

Prototype Tooling
The prototype proving phase initiated with the creation of prototype tooling. A full scale

master blade which is referred to herein as master (see Figure 3‐1) was machined from an
aluminum blank. This machining mimicked legacy component machining. The as‐machined
master was then geometrically inspected with a coordinate measurement machine (CMM) and
the inspection results were compared to the design of record. After demonstrating the master
was geometrically accurate, the master was then used to cast prototype mold segments.

Figure 3-1: Aluminum Master Blade
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An aluminum containment cylinder of sufficient size that enclosed the master and
circular end cap containment plates of constant thickness were fabricated. Internal surfaces of
the containment enclosure were prepared with a release agent (designated herein as released).
To facilitate the forming of the prototype mold segments, the master was then positioned
within the cylinder with the bottom end cap containment plate affixed to the cylinder and the
top open. A urethane tooling resin system (Repro Slow Fast‐Cast Urethane) manufactured by
Freeman Manufacturing was used to sequentially cast mold segments that conformed to the
geometry of the master. Modeling clay and wax were used to isolate regions of the master
within the containment cylinder during the casting process. After each casting the tooling resin
was allowed to harden and cure, then each mold segment was referenced and removed and all
surfaces were released. Some mold segments were referenced to the bottom containment plate
via ¼” steel dowel pins, while others were referenced to other mold segments via interlocking
geometric features. The released mold segment and the master were then properly
repositioned inside the containment cylinder, ready for the subsequent casting of the next mold
segment. Careful consideration and planning was essential for each casting step to ensure each
hardened mold segment could be referenced properly and removed without interfering with the
geometry of the master or other segments. Upon completion of the mold segment casting, all
segments were removed, cleaned, and all surfaces were released. The mold segments were
then reassembled inside the containment cylinder yielding a closed mold with a vacant cavity
having the geometry of the master (see Figure 3‐2). The inside wall of the containment cylinder
is tapered from top to bottom limiting the direction of motion of the cylinder, but also allowing
the cylinder to uniformly capture the interior mold segments during assembly and improving
ease of disassembly. To provide resin ingress paths required for prototype infusion, the bottom
containment plate is ported with three inlets distributed along the base of the mold cavity. One
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inlet was located near the leading edge, one near the trailing edge, and one near the center of
the blade. The top end cap containment plate is ported with two outlets (vents), one near the
top of the leading edge of the mold cavity, the other near the top of the trailing edge of the
mold cavity. These outlets provide resin egress paths for prototype infusion. Location and
placement of inlet and outlet ports were chosen with reflection on the mold design principles
presented by Cai [16]. In particular, the principles of minimizing the length of the resin flow path
and directing resin flow from larger to smaller mold cavity volume were considered.

Figure 3-2: Prototype Segments with Mold Cavity

3-2

Material Selection and Preform Generation
Three types of fabrics were used to construct the prototype blade fiber preforms. The

main construction fabric was a 6 oz /sq yd (areal weight) 2x2 Twill woven carbon fabric made
with T‐300 3k carbon tows manufactured by BGF. This fabric exhibits excellent drape‐ability
(ease of shape conformity), but is very ‘frail’ (cut pieces easily fell apart). To complement the
carbon fabric (referred to herein as carbon) a robust 16 oz/sq yd 8 harness woven glass fabric
made with 3k E‐glass tows manufactured by Hexcel was chosen. The glass fabric (referred to
herein as glass) exhibits good drape‐ability and durability (cut pieces stayed in tact). An 18 oz/sq
yd unidirectional carbon stitch mat (referred to herein as uni‐carbon) made with T‐700 24k
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carbon tows and manufactured by Vectorply is the third fabric used to manufacture blade
preforms. The main blade preform was constructed of all carbon plies surrounding a uni‐carbon
center. Other supplemental preforms were constructed of all carbon or a hybrid of carbon and
glass. Hybrid combinations were utilized for preforms whose shapes exhibited narrow or sharp
cornered regions where carbon pieces alone would be too delicate and have the tendency to fall
apart. Coupling durable glass plies with the fragile carbon plies created a more robust and
durable preform than if constructed with carbon alone. Carbon was chosen as the primary
reinforcement because of its high stiffness (33 Msi Tensile Modulus) which improves
performance and can (with proper design and construction accounting for the intrinsic
anisotropy of carbon fiber) reduce the potential for shrinkage and distortion in fabricated parts.
Flat patterns for fabric ply shapes were generated empirically using the following
procedure. Paper and glass fabric with excellent drape‐ability were placed against the internal
mold surfaces and the outlining edges were marked. The paper and fabric were then flattened
and their outlined shapes recorded. Hard templates (made of flat glass and carbon composite
panels of varying thickness ranging from ⅛” to ¼” thick) of these shapes were generated for
cutting the fabric plies required to build up the fiber preforms (see Figure 3‐3). Separate
preforms were generated for different regions of the mold cavity. There were a total of five
preforms, each with a corresponding hard template, that were required to construct the entire
blade. A guide axis was scribed on each template to define the proper orientation of the warp or
0° direction of each ply in the preform. The template warp directions were developed by general
translation of the global blade warp direction lying in a plane parallel to the base of the blade
that slices through the blade cross‐section from leading edge to trailing edge (see Figure 3‐4).
Preform layups were generated in a simple and balanced fashion consisting of alternating 0° and
+45° plies in effort to achieve quasi‐isotropic properties realizing the woven fill fibers account
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for the 90° and ‐45°directions (see Figure 3‐5). Quasi‐isotropy was desired to produce uniformly
distributed properties throughout the blade reducing potential distortion and shrinkage due to
anisotropy. The number of plies per preform layup was empirically determined from cure ply
predictions and the balanced number of plies that could reasonably be compressed into the
corresponding mold cavity. Template patterns and ply layup counts could have been generated
numerically from a computer model using software such as FiberSim, which can generate flat
patterns from doubly curved surfaces extracted from a blade computer aided design (CAD)
model. However, empirically generated patterns and layups were considered adequate for the
scope of this project.

Figure 3-3: Preform Hard Templates

Figure 3-4: Global Warp or 0° Direction
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Figure 3-5: Fabric Directions and Quasi-isotropy

As mentioned previously there are five preforms that were combined to construct the
entire blade preform. Each ply of a preform was individually hand‐cut (razor knife) using the
proper fabric, template, and orientation prescribed by the preform process layup router
(sequenced process instructions). Once all of the plies required for a particular preform were
cut, they were layer assembled according to the determined layup stacking. Entire ply stacks and
subset ply stacks were sewn together with a robust nylon thread to connect and consolidate the
stacks into a single preform structure. An example of the main preform process router is shown
in Figure 3‐6. The main blade preform is made with over thirty carbon plies surrounding three
uni‐carbon plies at the center (see Figure 3‐7). Several of the carbon plies were tapered from
leading edge to trailing edge to account for varying thickness along the blade. The main preform
was loaded into the mold cavity and formed to the tooling geometry. The center of the main
preform coincided with the centerline of blade thickness. Surface area regions of the main
preform were in contact with surface area portions of all subsequent preforms providing a
common linkage connection for all preforms (see Figure 3‐8). Two preforms were used to fill the
geometry at the base of the blade on either side of the centrally located main preform. The
preform located on the inside base (convex) of the blade is called the Tang preform (see Figure
3‐9) which is a hybrid layup of carbon and glass due to the narrow geometry of the base cavity
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(see discussion earlier regarding frail and robust preforms). An example of this preform
construction process router is shown in Figure 3‐10 (see discussion earlier regarding preform
assembly and sewing). The preform located on the outside (concave) base of the blade is
referred to as the Base preform which also is a hybrid construction (see Figure 3‐11). The Base
preform was developed so that it would not completely fill the base mold cavity. During
injection the Base preform would be pressed upward against the mold cavity leaving a small
resin rich area at the very base of the blade. This resin rich gap served as an injection plenum or
line gate along the base area of the blade for better resin distribution during injection. This
design concept followed a mold design principle presented by Cai [16]. At the top of the blade
wrapping around the outside is the Shroud preform which is an all carbon layup (see Figure 3‐
12). The last preform is the Rectangle preform located above the leading edge and consisting of
two separate stacks of the same rectangular shape which are placed on either side of the main
blade preform (see Figure 3‐13).
Main Blade Preform Proces Router
PLY #

TEMPLATE

MATERIAL

ORIENTATION

1
2
3

B4
B4
B4

carbon
carbon
carbon

45°
0°
45°

4
5
6
7

B1
B1
B1
B1

carbon
carbon
carbon
carbon

0°
45°
0°
45°

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

B2 Scribe 10
B2 Scribe 9
B2 Scribe 8
B2 Scribe 7
B2 Scribe 6
B2 Scribe 5
B2 Scribe 4
B2 Scribe 3
B2 Scribe 2
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DESCRIPTION / NOTES

Figure 3-6: Main Blade Preform Process Router

Layed Up
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Figure 3-7: Main Blade Preform

Figure 3-8: Profile of Main Blade Preform

Figure 3-9: Tang Preform (hybrid)
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LAYED UP

Figure 3-10: Tang Preform Process Router

Figure 3-11: Base Preform (hybrid)

Figure 3-12: Shroud Preform
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Figure 3-13: Rectangle Preform

A toughened vinyl ester resin, named DERAKANE 8084 (referred to herein as resin) and
produced by Ashland Inc., was chosen as the matrix resin. Unlike traditional epoxy resins that
require the proportional mixing of resin and hardener, the vinyl ester requires mixing a small
percentage of catalyst (usually peroxide) into the resin to initiate the polymerization (hardening)
process. At room temperature the catalyzed resin exhibits a viscosity of 360 cP (centipoise)
making it suitable for Resin Transfer Molding (RTM) processing. Optimum formulations of resin,
additives and catalyst were determined for consistency, repeatability, and adequate pot life. It is
critical to have enough working time to complete resin infiltration before the resin begins to
harden or gel. Figure 3‐14 shows catalyzed degassed resin within the resin injection system
reservoir.

Figure 3-14: Prepared Resin within Injection System Reservoir
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3-3

Prototype Fabrication
Prior to inserting the fiber preforms into the mold cavity the mold surfaces that

corresponded to the blade foil region were specially prepared. A thin layer of catalyzed resin
was painted onto the blade foil mold surfaces and allowed to harden. This created a resin gel‐
coat (see Figure 3‐15) over the blade foil surfaces which proved to increase the quality of the
surface finish of the fabricated prototype blade. Before the gel‐coat fully hardened and cured,
glass plies with shapes of the gel‐coated mold surfaces were cut and carefully stretched over the
gel‐coat regions (see Figure 3‐16). The resin was tacky enough for the glass surface plies to
smoothly adhere to the gel‐coat.

Figure 3-15: Blade Foil Gel-coat Surfaces

Figure 3-16: Glass Surface Plies on Gel-coat Surface
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Segments of the mold were assembled and the preforms were carefully loaded into the
mold cavities beginning with the central main blade preform (see Figure 3‐17). During loading
there were corners, crevices, and small spaces where preforms did not fully fill the cavity space.
In these regions extra carbon fabric was cut, folded, and inserted with a spatula to increase fiber
loading and minimize potential resin rich areas. There were no formal guidelines regarding
amounts or location of extra fiber, rather it was added in an informal (ad hoc) fashion with the
goal of improving overall fiber loading distribution. Some of these ad‐hoc fill regions were
sacrificial and later machined away. Fixed reference pins were located in the base of the part
and attached to the bottom containment lid. Once the preforms and additional carbon were
loaded into the cavity and all of the mold segments assembled, the containment cylinder was
lowered onto the mold segment assembly and attached to the bottom containment plate. As
the cylinder ring was lowered the inside taper captured the exterior of the assembled mold
segments and cinched the entire assembly into place.

Figure 3-17: Preforms Loaded into Prototype Mold

Valves and tubing were attached to the inlets and vents with the inlets attached to a
pressure injection system (see Figure 3‐18), and the vents routed to an open resin collection
pail. An amount of 5.0 kg of resin was chosen for injection providing sufficient resin to fill the
part and fully wet out the preforms. The resin was mixed at room temperature, degassed under
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vacuum, and added to the pressure injection system. Lines were filled to the inlet valves on the
bottom containment lid. Air pressure of 10 psi was applied to the resin and the inlet valve at the
base near the trailing edge was opened. Time was recorded as this initiated the injection
sequence. Witness of resin flow at the vent outlet valves was expected in 15 to 25 minutes.
After 10 minutes the center and leading edge inlet valves were also opened and the resin
pressure increased to 20 psi. The chosen injection pressures (initial 10 psi and subsequent 20
psi) were consistent with injection pressure ranges in literature (1‐15 psi: Parnas et al. [10]; 15‐
36 psi: Bickerton et al. [12]; 15‐30 psi: Dave [18]). The lower initial pressure (10 psi) and dwell
time of 10 minutes were incorporated to minimize potential preform movement by the
expanding resin flow front into unfilled regions.

Figure 3-18: Resin Injection System

Once the resin arrived at the vents the witness times were recorded and the resin was
allowed to continue flow into the collection pail. A few minutes after vent witness, the center
and leading edge inlet valves were closed, leaving only the trailing edge inlet valve open. Flow of
the resin was allowed to continue for a few more minutes, and then the inlet open and close
process was reversed. The trailing edge inlet was closed and the center and leading edge inlets
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were opened as the resin continued to flow. These opening and closing cycles were performed
in effort to drive the resin flow back and forth across the blade from leading edge to trailing
edge. After a few minutes the inlets were again adjusted so that only the trailing edge inlet was
open, then an opening and closing cycling of the vents was initiated. Cycling of the vents
involved closing all the vents for a short period (30 to 60 seconds) of time, then opening each
vent individually and allowing resin to flow for 45 to 90 seconds. Cycling of the vents allowed the
local resin pressure gradient at each vent to increase before being subsequently released as
each vent was opened. Flushing and cycling aided in the removal of air bubbles from the resin
filled mold as bubbles migrated into the resin overflow as the pressure at each vent was
released. The concept of flushing the resin beyond the preform to remove air bubbles is
consistent with the efforts of Lundstrom and Gebart [13] who employed a resin flushing
technique to reduce RTM laminate void content. Once the vents were cycled several times and
there was minimal or no detection of air bubbles in the resin overflow from any vent, then all
vents were closed and all inlets were opened. Injection pressure was then gradually increased to
80 psi and held for 2 minutes. Inlets were then closed, creating a pressurized state in the mold
cavity. The final increase in pressure was performed with the goal of collapsing or shrinking any
residual air bubbles in the system. Pressure was released, inlet lines detached, and excess resin
removed from the injection system. The entire injection process took 45‐60 minutes to perform.
The filled mold then sat overnight (minimum 15 hours) allowing the resin to vitrify and harden
before beginning the de‐molding process.
The empirical fabrication approaches described above were implemented as the
analytical and numerical models presented in Chapter 2 were not mature enough to influence
the development of preform design or resin infusion parameters.
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After the mold sat for the adequate amount of time the de‐molding or blade extraction
process was initiated. Inlet and vent valves were removed, followed by the top containment
plate. Excess hardened resin flash was carefully removed with spatulas and razor tools. The
containment cylinder was then carefully lifted from the bottom containment plate leaving the
urethane mold segment assembly resting on the bottom containment plate. The containment
and urethane mold segments often required specific tools (driving bolts, plates, wedges etc.) to
generate mechanical force for proper mold segment separation. Each urethane mold segment
was carefully removed and the prototype blade was extracted (see Figure 1‐1).

3-4

Geometric Analysis (Metrology)
The prototype blade was then inspected for geometric accuracy. An inspection fixture

was fabricated that held the blade in a fixed position by attaching to the reference pins in the
base of the blade. The blade and inspection fixture were placed onto a coordinate measuring
machine (CORDAX RS‐50 manufactured by Giddings and Lewis) equipped with a spherical probe
(Ø 0.156 Sphere‐PH‐10MQ manufactured by Renishaw) (see Figure 3‐19). An inspection
software program was developed using a CAD model of the design of record (DOR) geometry.
Stream lines that traced along the blade surfaces were determined and intermittent inspection
points located along the stream lines were selected (see Figure 3‐20). The program directed the
inspection probe to attempt to locate each inspection point of the design of record by
approaching the point along its tangent normal vector. The probe moved until it came in contact
with the actual part surface and recorded the position, and then it moved to locate the next
predetermined point. Each recorded surface point was compared to the design of record and
deviations (Δx Δy Δz) in three dimensions were calculated by the software. These deviations
were used to generate a three dimensional vector from the design of record to the actual part
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surface. The magnitude of this vector represents the overall three dimensional (3‐D) deviation
which was calculated and recorded by the software for each inspection point.

Figure 3-19: Blade Coordinate Measurement Machine Inspection

Figure 3-20: Example of Inspection Streamlines and Points

Figure 3‐21 is a scaled plot of the inspection data comparing the as fabricated prototype
blade to the DOR. The x‐axis represents the inspection points of the DOR, and the scatter data
represents the overall 3‐D deviations of the prototype blade. The 3‐D deviations are normalized
to the tolerance criterion which is simply represented by ±1 y‐axis band region of the graph. A
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critical region of tolerance exists along the truncated central third of the x‐axis. This central
region represents the critical surface areas surrounding the leading edge of the blade. The
geometric inspection data show that portions of the prototype blade fall within acceptable
tolerance, however within the critical region near the leading edge several points are out of
tolerance.

GEOMETRIC INSPECTION of Prototype Blade
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Figure 3-21: Geometric Inspection of Prototype Blade

Geometric accuracy of the as fabricated prototype blade was adversely affected by two
main factors: blade distortion and shrinkage, and tooling distortion, shrinkage, and dislocation.
Geometry distortion and material shrinkage are inherent variables of fabricated fiber reinforced
polymers (FRP) due to the intrinsic behavior of polymer matrix materials. Shrinkage occurs
during the polymerization process as resins harden and cure [24]. Designing the composite
blade for maximum uniform fiber distribution and fill volume and using balanced quasi‐isotropic
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layups helps minimize the distortion during resin polymerization. Also, the stiffness of the
carbon reinforcement (33 Msi Tensile Modulus) helps minimize distortion and shrinkage.
However, distortion and shrinkage in the prototype blade could not be entirely eliminated. After
a closer and more thorough geometric inspection similar to the process described above, the as‐
fabricated prototype blade was found to spring or bow inward as shown in Figures 3‐22 and 3‐
23.

Figure 3-22: Illustration of Prototype Inward Bow Distortion

Figure 3-23: Close View Depiction of Prototype Inward Bow Distortion
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Another of the factors limiting the geometric accuracy of the prototype was the choice
of prototype tooling construction material. Tool segments were formed with an inexpensive,
fast‐curing, filled polyurethane resin system (Repro Slow Fast‐Cast Urethane) that possessed
greater inherent variability (potential for time‐dependent deformation and shrinkage) compared
to metal tool segments. The urethane tooling also lacked long term durability as segment edges,
corners, and features would deteriorate after several segment infusion cycles and subsequently
affect final geometry.
Considering the effects from the polymer behavior of the composite and the limits of
the urethane tooling, the measured magnitudes of the geometry deviations in the prototype
blade were expected. Despite the geometric inaccuracies, the overall prototype blade
fabrication was considered a success as it demonstrated the development concepts and
manufacturing processes and yielded a part with near acceptable geometry. Chapter Four of this
thesis describes the modifications to the tooling and manufacturing processes required to
reduce the unacceptable tolerance deviations.

3-5

Material Characterization
Initial composite design concepts centered on a quasi‐isotropic construction of all glass

fabric (described in section 2 of this chapter) reinforcement in combination with the vinyl ester
resin. During preliminary trials, before carbon fabric was chosen as the main reinforcement, a
blade of all glass reinforcement was fabricated in the prototype mold by RTM. Flat specimen
panels with all glass reinforcement were also fabricated in a flat panel mold by RTM.
Construction of the glass flat laminates was consistent with glass blade construction. The layup
(number of plies and their orientations) of the glass flat panels was the same as the glass blade
preform, and the thickness of the flat panels represented average blade thickness. The flat
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panels were fabricated to help characterize mechanical performance of the glass composite
material. Because of similar construction, the physical and mechanical properties of a flat panel
laminates approximately represent the expected properties of the blade.
A characterization test matrix was designed to determine fiber volume, tensile,
compression, and in‐plane shear properties. Specimens were prepared and tested according to
ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials) standards. Using a standard burn out
procedure, the glass flat panel fiber volume was determined to be approximately 35 % (normal
distribution). Table 3‐1 shows the glass flat panel mechanical test results. Strength data statistics
were computed with a Weibull distribution. Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio data statistics were
computed with a normal distribution. Modulus values were calculated from 0.1 to 0.3% axial
strain.
Glass Flat Panel Mechanical Test Results
Property

Units

Mean ± Std Dev.

Weibull B-Basis

Tensile, Maximum Strength
Tensile, Modulus
Tensile, Poison's Ratio

ksi
Msi

45.29 ± 1.67
2.55 ± 0.05
0.14 ± 0.01

40.57

Compression Maximum Strength
Compression Modulus

ksi
Msi

41.57 ± 2.05
2.60 ± 0.04

35.79

In-Plane Shear Strength at 5% Strain
In-Plane Shear Modulus

ksi
Msi

6.68 ± 0.25
0.51 ± 0.04

5.88

Table 3-1: Glass Flat Panel Mechanical Test Results

Carbon fabric (also described in section 2) was ultimately implemented as the main
reinforcement to increase structure stiffness and satisfy performance criterion. After carbon
reinforcement was implemented, additional physical and mechanical characterization of the
carbon and carbon/glass hybrid composites was limited due to project constraints (time and
monetary). Similar to the glass flat panels, a small carbon flat panel was fabricated by RTM.
Compressive properties were determined from three specimens that were prepared and tested
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according to ASTM standards. Compression strength and modulus data statistics were
computed with a normal distribution. The compression modulus was calculated from 0.1 to
0.3% axial strain. Table 3‐2 shows the carbon flat panel mechanical test results.
Carbon Flat Panel Mechanical Test Results
Property
Compression Maximum Strength
Compression Modulus

Units

Mean ± Std Dev.

ksi
Msi

22.28 ± 0.57
4.54 ± 0.04

Table 3-2: Carbon Flat Panel Mechanical Test Results

The carbon flat panel exhibits a maximum compressive strength that is approximately
half the maximum compressive strength of the glass flat panel, yet has a compressive modulus
approximately double the compressive modulus of the glass. Stiffness was the significant design
variable that influenced the eventual down‐selection of carbon as main reinforcement for blade
construction.
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CHAPTER 4
PRODUCTION PHASE
Similar to the previous chapter, Chapter 4 details the production phase of the project.
The chapter begins with development and fabrication of the production tooling. Lessons learned
from the prototype phase influenced the design of the production tooling to improve blade
fabrication. Preforms and process techniques were also improved. A production blade was
fabricated and geometrically inspected. Chapter 4 concludes with a brief discussion of the
results of the production phase.

4-1

Production Tooling with Corrected Geometry
The production phase initiated with reviewing prototype fabrication results and creating

a development plan for production tooling design that eliminates the prototype tooling
deficiencies. The design optimization would involve correction of the inward bow distortion
exhibited by the prototype blade and elimination of the material limitations of the prototype
urethane mold by implementing hard (aluminum) tooling.
Computer Aided Design (CAD) software was used to design mold segments and aided in
visualizing mold assembly and fit. Prototype mold segment shapes and parting lines also helped
determine the production tool segment shapes. Resulting design was a rectangular block
assembly consisting of nine interlocking aluminum mold segments made of aluminum (alloy
6061‐T6) with anodized surfaces (see Figure 4‐1). The use of aluminum for the production
tooling eliminated the inherent distortion and shrinkage variability of the urethane prototype
tooling. The hardened anodize molds were durable and enabled fabrication of blade segments
with repeatable geometry unachievable with prototype urethane tooling. Each mold segment
was referenced by locating pins and attached to the assembly by bolts. Threaded holes were
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strategically placed in each segment to provide a means of mechanical separating mold
segments using driving bolts. O‐rings were included to isolate the pins, assembly bolts, and
separation hardware from resin flow during the infusion process. After a few trials a set
procedure for segment assembly and disassembly was determined which differed from
prototype mold segment assembly because of segment design improvement.

Figure 4-1: Production Mold Tooling Segments

The interior production mold segment surface geometries were determined by
performing a geometry correction of the inward bow of the prototype blade (see Figures 3‐22
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and 3‐23). This correction involved generating a finite element model (FEM) having the
geometry of the design of record (DOR). Measured prototype inspection deviations were then
used to generate a blade geometry model with the inward bow distortion. Displacements were
imposed on certain nodes to deform the DOR FEM. The imposed displacements were iterated
until the FEM predicted blade displacements were in close agreement with inward bow
distortion blade geometry model created from the inspection data. After obtaining close
agreement between the displaced FEM and the measured distortion, the direction of the FEM
displacements were reversed to distort the FEM in the opposite sense of the measured inward
distortion. In essence the blade geometry was bowed outward to counter or correct for the
inward distortion (see Figure 4‐2). This outward bowed corrected blade geometry became the
production tooling mold cavity geometry. This geometry correction concept was performed and
implemented with the hope that the final shape of a fabricated blade, after extraction from the
corrected mold (bowed outward), would be closer to the DOR than the prototype shape. In
other words, a blade released from the corrected mold was expected to ‘spring’ into a final
shape closer to the DOR.
The interior surfaces of each of the production mold segments were machined to yield a
mold cavity with corrected geometry when the mold segments were assembled. After the
production mold segments were machined, all appropriate fastening and separating hardware
were acquired and installed. Each aluminum segment was cleaned and released in preparation
for blade fabrication.
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Figure 4-2: Illustration of Outward Bow of Corrected Geometry

Other tooling modifications included increasing the number of inlet (resin ingress) and
outlet (resin egress) ports in an effort to improve overall resin infiltration. The production
tooling has four inlets along the base of the mold cavity and four outlets along the top of the
blade distributed from leading edge to trailing edge (see Figure 4‐3). Along with increased
porting, the assembled production mold segments formed the shape of a rectangular block. To
create a closed containment system for RTM, the rectangular block assembly was placed inside
an aluminum containment cylinder with bottom and top end cap plates similar to the prototype
containment system. These cylinder and end plates were larger than the prototype containment
hardware. When the rectangular mold assembly block was placed inside the containment
cylinder, D‐shaped space filling sections were required to fill the volume of the containment
cylinder (see Figure 4‐4). These D‐shaped sections were cast using the same urethane tooling
resin system (Repro Slow Fast‐Cast Urethane) used to produce the prototype mold segments.
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Figure 4-3: Production Mold Inlets and Vents

Figure 4-4: Production Mold D-shaped Space Filling Sections

4-2

Production Preform and Process Modifications
Other modifications were implemented to improve the prototype fabrication process.

Several preform hard templates were regenerated using the same process described in Chapter
3. These yielded slightly modified flat patterns whose shapes better conformed to the modified
mold cavity geometry. Additional small preforms were also created to consistently fill the base
mold cavity region near the leading edge (see Figure 4‐5). The addition of the small preforms
reduced the amount of ad‐hoc fiber placement needed in the region.
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The outside carbon plies of the main blade preform were removed from the main
preform layup and were sewn to the glass surface plies prior to application of the surface plies
to the gel‐coated mold surfaces. These robust dual layer surface plies ensure proper location
and reinforcement orientation along the important blade foil surface regions (see Figure 4‐6).

Figure 4-5: Additional Base Preforms

Figure 4-6: Dual-layer Surface Ply

The improved production mold segment assembly process allows for more robust and
repeatable blade fabrication. Initial trials revealed that the production RTM process has longer
vent (resin egress) witness times than the prototype RTM process. Even with an increased
number of inlets and outlets, the production RTM process exhibited longer witness times. This
may be attributed to tighter controlled resin flow pathways in the production mold assembly.
The longer vent witness times required adjustments to the resin formulation in order to increase
the process time window to allow for adequate resin infiltration.
The additional vent and inlet ports required minor modifications to the resin infusion
procedure. The overall infusion methods and concepts remained the same, but the procedures
were broadened to include the additional injection ports. In particular, the inlet and vent open
and close cycling strategy (described in Section 3‐3)used to drive resin back and forth across the
blade had to be modified to account for the additional ports.
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4-3

Production Fabrication and Geometric Analysis (Metrology)
A production blade was fabricated with the modified production mold and process

improvements previously mentioned (see Figure 4‐7 and 4‐8). The production blade was then
carefully extracted form the production mold (see Figure 4‐9). The production blade geometry
was inspected in the same fashion as the prototype blade as described in Chapter 3.

Figure 4-7: Production Blade Fabrication: Mold Assembly

Figure 4-8: Production Blade Fabrication: Resin Injection
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Figure 4-9: Production Blade Extraction from Mold

Figure 4‐10 is a scaled plot of the inspection data comparing the as fabricated prototype
blade to the design of record (DOR). The x‐axis represents the DOR inspection points, and the
scatter data represents the overall 3‐D deviations of the prototype blade. The 3‐D deviations are
normalized to the tolerance criterion which is simply represented by ±1 y‐axis band region of the
graph. A critical region of tolerance exists along the truncated central third of the x‐axis. This
central region represents the critical surface areas surrounding the leading edge of the blade.
The geometric inspection data show that all of the production blade surfaces, including the
critical region, fall within the tolerance band.
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GEOMETRIC INSPECTION of Production Blade
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Figure 4-10: Geometric Inspection of Production Blade
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CHAPTER 5
REVIEW, RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS, and FUTURE WORK

5-1

Review of Prototype and Production Blade Fabrication
An investigation was conducted to access the feasibility of implementing a resin transfer

molding composite fabrication process as a cost saving alternative manufacturing technology for
a complex turbo‐machinery component (blade). Legacy blades are machined from titanium
incurring high material scrap percentage, long manufacturing times, and high raw material and
manufacturing costs. However, legacy fabrication produces high quality components with
excellent geometric accuracy and repeatability. Therefore, geometric accuracy and repeatability
are critical functions of any potential alternative fabrication process.
Two phases of work were successfully completed with overall favorable results. Design
concepts and ideas were evaluated in a prototype proving phase. A prototype mold for resin
infusion was created using a urethane tooling resin. Mold segments were individually cast, using
a master blade of aluminum to define mold cavity geometry. Materials were selected and
reinforcement preforms were empirically constructed to fill the mold cavity geometry. Mold
loading and resin infusion processes were developed. A prototype blade was fabricated and the
critical surfaces were geometrically inspected and compared to the design of record. The
prototype blade was a solid component with good surface finish, but was found geometrically
inaccurate. Two main factors contributed to the inaccuracy. One was the accuracy and durability
limits of the urethane mold segments. The other was component distortion due to the intrinsic
behavior of the polymer matrix material. Overall, the prototype blade fabrication was
considered successful as it demonstrated the proposed manufacturing process and yielded a
part with near acceptable geometry.
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Lessons learned from the prototype phase were implemented to improve the
manufacturing process for the production phase. Aluminum mold segments with anodized
surfaces were designed and fabricated. These hard segments were more robust, durable,
reliable, and accurate. Also modifications were made to the mold cavity geometry of the hard
segment assembly to account for component distortion. Preform and resin infusion
improvements and modifications were also incorporated into the production blade
manufacturing process. A production blade was fabricated and the critical surfaces were
geometrically inspected and compared to the design of record. All production blade surfaces
were within the required tolerance.

5-2

Review of Geometric Analysis (Metrology)
Figure 5‐1 is a scaled plot of the geometric inspection data comparing the fabricated

prototype and production blades to the design of record (DOR). The x‐axis represents the DOR
inspection points, and the y‐axis plots the overall 3‐D tolerance deviations for three prototype
and production blade streamlines. The 3‐D deviations are normalized to the tolerance criterion
which is simply represented by ±1 y‐axis band region of the graph. A critical region of tolerance
exists along the truncated central third of the x‐axis. This central region represents the critical
surface areas surrounding the leading edge of the blade. The geometric inspection data show
that all of the production (dark blue) blade surfaces, including the critical region, fall within the
tolerance band; while significant portions of the prototype (dark pink) blade surfaces fall outside
the tolerance band, including surfaces within the critical region.
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Figure 5-1: Geometric Inspection Comparison

5-3

Results and Conclusions
Prototype fabrication yielded a blade that was geometrically out of tolerance, yet

successfully demonstrated development concepts, designs, and processes. The modifications
implemented in the production phase significantly improved or corrected prototype
deficiencies. In particular, the finite element geometry correction method devised and
implemented was highly successful. The production fabrication yielded a very satisfactory blade
that had good surface finish and accurate geometric tolerance. The production mold was
specifically structured for consistent blade fabrication repeatability. Based on the results of this
research it has been determined that the production mold can consistently produce high quality
composite blades within geometric tolerance.
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The blade manufacturing cycle cost (materials and labor to produce one blade) for both
the prototype and production phase were approximately equal to one third of the legacy
manufacturing cycle cost. In other words, the composite blade cycle cost is one third of the
legacy titanium blade cost, which represents a significant cost savings. The blade manufacturing
cycle cost savings is offset by the initial technology development and acquisition costs. The
development cost for both the prototype and production phase are relatively high. However,
significant savings can still be realized by amortizing development costs over the blade
production cycle.
Overall both phases of the investigation were successful, ultimately resulting in a
candidate alternative high quality, repeatable, and cost saving composite blade manufacturing
technology. Although specific details of the development and demonstration discussed herein is
unique to composite blades, this approach can be utilized to develop other composite RTM
components. The three main achievements of this work are a fully developed production
technology, a process engineering blueprint for developing complex composite resin transfer
molding technologies, and the successful application of a finite element geometry correction
method that accounted for material distortions to yield a part that met required tolerances.

5-4

Future Work
Future work would include production phase optimization including: implementation of

a low‐shrinkage epoxy resin system; the use of alternate reinforcement materials to improve
blade quality and ease of fabrication; and the incorporation of a post‐cure heat cycle to help
minimize distortion. Also the generation of preforms could be revisited by using computer
software to numerically generate more efficient and accurate ply shapes and layup counts.
Broader blade laminate mechanical characterization could be conducted. More flat specimen
panels with constructions representative of composite blade could be fabricated, specimens
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machined, and standard ASTM tests performed to determine mechanical properties. Finally,
enhancements to the RTM process found in literature such as vacuum assistance could also be
implemented.
After continued successful iterations, the optimized production phase fabrication
process should be documented and transitioned for operational implementations.
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